
 

OMG I’m Going To Kill Everyone At Skype 

Earlier this year they killed my account for no reason after I’d just paid $60 on it.  

And just now, they canceled my newest account for no reason again.  At least this 

time I was paying by the month, so I’d only lose a couple of bucks from them this 

time.  Dammit dammit dammit dammit dammit. 

Anyway, I’m only making this thing for people who ordered stickers from me this past 

month.  I’ve got about 30 people who I’m sending stickers to next week when the 

stickers arrive, so thanks you sticker people for helping me pay for this batch of stick-

ers and for motivating me to make a new PLA Monthly.  And all you people who re-

ceive this over the next 10 years, sorry this is so out of date. 

Luv, 

Brad 
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Important Links 

PLA’s web site: 

phonelosers.org 

 

PLA’s YouTubez: 

youtube.com/phonelosersofamerica 

 

PLA’s Twatter: 

twitter.com/phonelosers 

 

PLA’s Facebook: 

facebook.com/phonelosers 

 

PLA’s Tumblr: 

phonelosers.tumblr.com 

Holy Crap, It’s Paper With Words On It! 

I’m a full THREE YEARS early on this issues, compared to the last one.  But that’s just 

because I’m going to be super lazy and not include any crossword puzzles or games or 

really anything original at all, just so I can have something new to give people who 

order garbage from me.   Basically I’ll just be filling this shit with advertisements and 

old things from the website.  And I’m not even going to make it shaped like the previ-

ous PLA Monthly issues.  It’s just going to be a piece of paper.  And there’s nothing 

you can do about it. 

So what’s happened since the Winter 2010 issue?  Harley Davidson told me to quit 

selling the PLA shirts that looked like their logo or else.  A bunch of PLA people met 

for Defcon in Las Vegas and a huge orgy ensued, including RBCP, RTH, r0xy, murd0c, 

Jenn, Sudo, and Laugh Track Matt.  We came up with billions of brilliant new prank 

call concepts including leaving notes on cars for them to call us back, tricking busi-

nesses out of customer info, filling our apartments with sand and other insane tenant 

stories which lead to a new hit song by Redbox and the Chilipeppers, and doing prank 

calls based on news stories which brought us Jolonta the iPad lady and peeing on piz-

za customer doorknobs, and a brand new prime time hit television show called Tele-

phone Falls. Also, Cacti Radio was taken over by new management and their first or-

der of business was to shut down The Phone Show forever, so now I’m making tons of 

new YouTube videos and doing random shows on the Madhouse stream whenever I 

feel like it. 

 

Derrik Best created this wacky logo for 

PLA’s future hydroelectric company.   
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